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Abstract. It is shown that every nontrivial linear or projective representation

of the elementary subgroup of a Chevalley group over an algebra containing an

infinite field must have degree greater than or equal to the square root of the

dimension of the corresponding Chevalley-Demazure group scheme adding 1

and the equality emerges only if the Chevalley group is of type A„ for n > 1 .

1. Introduction and main theorem

Let g be a finite-dimensional semisimple complex Lie algebra, and let <P be

the root system of a with respect to a (fixed) Cartan subalgebra f). We denote

by P (resp. TV) the additive group generated by the weights (resp. roots) of <P.

Then for each sublattice F between P and Pr one can construct a Chevalley-

Demazure group scheme G associated with Y and <P, which is a representable

covariant functor from the category of commutative rings with units to the
category of groups and whose representing Hopf Z-algebra Z[G] is an integral

domain (cf. [2], [4], and [5]). The dimension of a Chevalley-Demazure scheme

G is defined to be the transcendental degree of the fraction field of Z[G] <8> C

over the complex number field C. If G is a Chevalley-Demazure group scheme

and if i? is a commutative ring with a unit, the group G(R) is called a Chevalley
group over R. In particular, if R+ is the additive group of R, then for each

root a e <P there is a canonical (exponential) homomorphism (cf. [1, §1.3])

ua:R+ ^G(R).

We denote by Ua(R) the subgroup of G(R) consisting of ua(r) for all r e

R+. The elementary subgroup is(i?) of G(R) is by definition the subgroup

generated by Ua(R) for all a e O. For example, when T = P and <P is

of type An-x(n > 2), G(R) is the special linear group SLn(R) and E(R) is

the subgroup generated by all n x n elementary matrices over R. We call a

Chevalley-Demazure group scheme (resp. Chevalley group) simple if its root

system is indecomposible.
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Let G(R) be a simple Chevalley group over an algebra R containing an

infinite field, and let E(R) be the elementary subgroup of G(R). The purpose

of this note is to give a lower bound for the degrees of linear or projective

representations of E(R). Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Let R be an associative and commutative algebra over an infinite field,

and let G(R) be a simple Chevalley group over R. If p is a nontrivial linear or

projective representation of E(R), then

(1) (deg/?)2>dimG+l.

Moreover, if (degp)2 is equal to dimG-h 1, then G must be of type A„ , where

n = deg p - 1.

From this theorem the following corollary follows immediately.

Corollary. Let G(R) be a simple Chevalley group over a commutative integral

domain R containing an infinite field. Then the following are equivalent:

(i)   G is of type A„ for n > 1.
(ii)  There exists a nontrivial linear or projective representation p of E(R)

such that
(degp)2 = dim G + I.

2. Proof of the theorem

To prove our theorem, we need to show some properties of Chevalley groups

over a commutative ring R and algebraic groups. Let G be a Chevalley-

Demazure group scheme associated with a reduced irreducible root system <P

and a sublattice Y of the weight lattice P with Y D Pr. We denote by T the
maximal torus of G defined by

r(i?) = Homz(r,7r)

where R* is the multiplicative group of the units of R . Let

h: T(R)^G(R)

be the natural embedding. Then for all x £ T(R), a e *-P, we have (cf. [4])

(2) h(x)ua(r)h(X)-x = ua(X(a)r)   for all r e R.

Lex {Ha¡, Ha7, ... , 77Qn, Xa\ia EÍ>} be a Chevalley basis of g, where {a-,

a2, ... ,an) is the set of fundamental roots of <P and i7Q, e f) for all 1 <

i < n. We write Ha for {Xa, X-a] for all a e <!>, and we suppose that Y is

generated by {/•, k2, ... , Xn). For each a e <P and r e R*, let Xa,r be an

element of T(R) defined by

Xa,Mi) = rXi(H")   for all 1 < i < n.

Then we have for all a e <P and r e R (cf. [5])

(3) Xa,r(a) = r2

and

(4) h(Xa,r) = u„(r)u-n(-r~x )u„(r)u-a( I )u„(-1 )«-„(!).
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Lemma 2.1. Let R be an associative and commutative algebra over a field k

containing at least 4 elements. Then E(R) has no proper normal subgroup that

contains E(k).

Proof. Suppose A^ is a normal subgroup of E(R) such that N D E(k). Since
k* has at least 3 elements, there exists an element q e k* such that q2 ^ 1.

Hence by (3) we obtain for all r e R

ua(r) = ua(q2(q2 - l)-xr - (q2 - l)~xr)

= ua(q2(q2 - l)~xr) • ua((q2 - l)-xr)-x

= ua(xa,q(a)(q2 - l)~lr) • ua((q2 - l)"1/-)"1.

Note that by the identity (2) we have

ua(Xa,q(a)(q2 - 1)"V) = h(Xa,q)ua((q2 - l)~lr)h(xa,q)~l

and by the identity (4) we have

h(Xa,q) e E(k)   for all a e «P.

Hence

ua(r) = h(xa,q)ua((q2 - l)-lr)h(xa,q)-'ua((q2 - l)"1/-)"1 e N.

This yields

Ua(R)CN   for all a <=<P,

which implies that N = is(i?).

Lemma 2.2. Let G'(K') be an absolutely almost simple algebraic group over an

algebraically closed field K'. If there exists a homomorphism from E(k) to
G'(K') with Zariski dense image, then

(i) the root systems of G and G' are isomorphic to each other provided that

G' is neither of type Bn nor of type C„ for n> 2 ;

(ii)   dimG = dimG'(#').

Proof. See [3, Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 2.4].

Proof of the theorem. Suppose R is a fc-algebra, where k is an infinite field. Let

p: E(R) —> GL„+1 (k') (resp. PGLn+l(k')) be a representation over a field k',

and let K' be a universal field of k'. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that p(E(k))
is nontrivial since ker p is a proper normal subgroup of is(i?) • We show at first

that the Zariski closure p(E(k)) of p(E(k)) in GL„+i(ä:') (resp. PGL„+.(ä:'))

is a connected subgroup. Let p(E(k)) be the connected component of p(E(k))

which contains the identity element of GLn+x(K') (resp. PGL„+i(AT')), and let

S: ~pJÈW) - yWkT)/pjEW)°
be the natural homomorphism. Consider a composition of homomorphisms

E(k)d^ßp(WT)/WW)T-
-  -o

Since p(E(k))/p(E(k))   is a finite group, we have

|7i(A:)/ker)S|<oo.
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This means that, since E(k) is infinite and does not contain any proper normal

subgroup of finite index (cf. [6]),

E(k) ckerß.

Thus we have _      _

p(E(k)) ç pjEjklT £ P(E(k)).

By taking Zariski closures of the above groups, we obtain

(5) pJË!M = yïËW),

which means that p(E(k)) is connected.

We show now

(6) dimG< dim p(E(k)).

Let {E(k), E(k)] (resp. {p(E(k)), p(E(k))]) be the commutator subgroup of

E(k) (resp. p(E(k))). Since (cf. [6])

(7) E(k) = {E(k),E(k)],

we have       _    _     _ _

p(E(k)) = {p(E(k)), p(E(k))} = {p(E(k)), p(E(k))],

where {p(E(k)), p(E(k))] is the Zariski closure of {p(E(k)), p(E(k))] while

{p(E(k)), p(E(k))] is the commutator subgroup of p(E(k)). In particular,

p(E(k)) is not a solvable group. Let ÍH be the solvable radical of p(E(k)).

Then p(E(k))/M. is a nontrivial semisimple algebraic group. Suppose {G,}™,

is the family of the simple components of p(E(k))/ç>\, and let Gf be an adjoint
simple algebraic group of the same type as G, for 1 < i < m . Then there exists

an isogeny
m

.      e:^EW)/^^YlGf-
;=i

Let it be the natural morphism from p(E(k)) to p(E(k))/y\, and let

m

Pj-.YlGf^G?
¿=i

be the canonical projection for 1 < j < m. Note that the image of a Zariski

dense subset of fl/li Gf (resp. p(E(k))/9i, p(E(k))) under the map p¡ (resp.

e, it) is Zariski dense in Gf (resp. riXi G*d, p(E(k))/yC), hence the image

of a Zariski dense subset of p(E(k)) under the composite

pJen:p(E(k))^Gf

is also z Zariski dense subset for 1 < j < m. In particular, we have for

1 < j < m _ _

pjenp(E(k))=p]en(p(E(k))) = Gf,

which means that p¡enp is a homomorphism from E(k) to Gf with Zariski

dense image. Hence it follows from Lemma 2.2(h) that for all 1 < j < m

(8) dim G = dim Gf.
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Since G j and Gf have the same dimension while

dim Gj < dim p(E(k))/91 < dim p(E(k)),

the identity (8) implies immediately (6).
If p is a linear representation, we then have by (7)

p(E(k))çSLn+l(k'),

hence

pjEjkJ) = ^n+l(K').

Thus for a linear (resp. projective) representation p we have

(9)    dimp(E(k)) < dimSL„+1(tf')   (resp. dimPGL„+.(r)) = (degp)2 - 1

from which ( 1 ) follows.

Moreover, if (deg p)2 is equal to dim G + 1 , it follows from (6) and (9)

dim G = dim p(E(k)) = dim SL„+. (K')   (resp. dim PGL„+1 (K')),

which implies, since p(E(k)) is connected by (5),

7(EW) = SLn+x(K')   (resp. PGL„+1 (*')).

In other words, p induces a homomorphism from E(k) to SLn+x(K') (resp.

PGLn+x(K')) with Zasriski dense image. Hence it follows from Lemma 2.2(i)
that G must be of type A„ and n = deg p - 1.
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